YOUR INDUSTRIAL VACUUMING SPECIALISTS

Work hygienically and clean efficiently in the food industry.

kaercher.com
THE PERFECT PARTNER FOR CLEANLINESS AND SAFETY

With Kärcher’s IVM range you can find your perfect solution for all cleaning tasks in the food sector – easy, efficient and cost-effective. This is how you can ensure hygiene and safety for all processes and products: from cleaning hot ovens to overhead cleaning, vacuuming liquids and explosive types of dust.
Agile machines for small quantities
Efficient pull-and-clean filter cleaning systems, manoeuvrable chassis and compact dimensions make these industrial vacuums ideal for quick, flexible applications. With their various filter and safety classes, the compact IVM 40 machines with 40-litre stainless steel receptacles are perfectly designed for a wide range of sector-specific cleaning tasks.

Equipment
- Motor head with two high-performance turbines
- Manoeuvrable chassis
- Pull-and-clean filter cleaning
- PTFE M class main filter (1.60 m²), with the option to combine with a HEPA filter (1.60 m²)
- H class version
- ACD version for vacuuming combustible types of dust, outside of ATEX zones
- Longopac continuous suction bag system, incl. compostible and conductive versions

Areas of application
- For medium hygiene requirements
- Picking up (combustible) dust and dirt
- Vacuuming liquids
- Cleaning operational areas
- Cleaning production lines and machines
- Overhead cleaning
- Cleaning hot surfaces, vacuuming hot suction waste
- Laboratory cleaning
Powerful machines for medium to large quantities

The 60- or 100-litre stainless steel receptacles and effective filters and motors make the IVM 60 and IVM 100 machines ideal for longer, more challenging cleaning applications. Different options of filter and safety class allow for appropriate solutions for a wide variety of applications in the food industry.

**Equipment**
- Motor head with three high-performance turbines
- Long-lasting, manoeuvrable chassis
- Tangential inlet
- PTFE M class main filter (2.20 m²), with the option to combine with a HEPA filter (3.50 m²)
- H class version (IVM 60)
- Automatic switch-off at maximum filling level

**Areas of application**
- For medium hygiene requirements
- Vacuuming dust and dirt
- Vacuuming combustible types of dust
- Vacuuming liquids
- Cleaning operational areas
- Cleaning production lines and machines
- Overhead cleaning
- Cleaning hot surfaces, vacuuming hot suction waste
- Laboratory cleaning
Kärcher vacuums combined with Kärcher accessories: your key to success to achieve clean production areas
The extensive portfolio, comprising 109 food-safe accessory parts, is perfectly adapted to our industrial vacuums and the specific requirements of your sector. Colour-coded, shock-resistant and smooth accessories in FDA-compliant materials allow you to maximise the potential of your suction systems. For the best cleaning performance, safety and efficiency in every application.
THE WHOLE PACKAGE
FOR EVEN GREATER
EFFICIENCY AND HYGIENE
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